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Are you an SQL programmer that, like many, came to SQL after learning and writing procedural or object-oriented code? Or have switched jobs to where a different brand of SQL is being used, or maybe even been told to learn SQL yourself? 

If even one answer is yes, then you need this book. A "Manual of Style" for the SQL programmer, this book is a collection of heuristics and rules, tips, and tricks that will help you improve SQL programming style and proficiency, and for formatting and writing portable, readable, maintainable SQL code. Based on many years of experience consulting in SQL shops, and gathering questions and resolving his students SQL style issues, Joe Celko can help you become an even better SQL programmer. More specifically, this book will give you expert advice from a noted SQL guru and award-winning columnist and will:

+ Help you write Standard SQL without an accent or a dialect that is used in another programming language or a specific flavor of SQL, code that can be maintained and used by other people. 
+ Enable you to give your group a coding standard for internal use, to enable programmers to use a consistent style. 
+ Give you the mental tools to approach a new problem with SQL as your tool, rather than another programming languageone that someone else might not know!

Joe Celko is a noted consultant, lecturer, teacher, and one of the most-read SQL authors in the world. He is well known for his ten years of service on the ANSI SQL standards committee, his dependable help on the DBMS CompuServe Forum, his column in Intelligent Enterprise (which won several Readers Choice Awards), and the war stories he tells to provide real-world insights into SQL programming. His best-selling books include Joe Celkos SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming, Joe Celkos SQL Puzzles and Answers, and Joe Celkos Trees and Hierarchies in SQL for Smarties, all published by Morgan Kaufmann.     

       About the Author
   Joe Celko is a noted consultant, lecturer, teacher, and one of the most-read SQL authors in the world. He is well known for his ten years of service on the ANSI SQL standards committee, his dependable help on assorted SQL newsgroups, his column in Intelligent Enterprise (which won several Reader’s Choice Awards), and the war stories he tells to provide real-world insights into SQL programming. His best-selling books include Joe Celko’s SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming, Joe Celko’s SQL Puzzles and Answers, Joe Celko’s Trees and Hierarchies in SQL for Smarties, and Joe Celko’s SQL Style, all published by Morgan Kaufmann.
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MySQL Admin CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	MySQL is the most popular open-source database and is also known for its easy set up feature. However, proper configuration beyond the default settings still is a challenge, along with some other day-to-day maintenance tasks such as backing up and restoring, performance tuning, and server monitoring. These tasks have not been covered...
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Project Management for Construction: Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, and BuildersPrentice Hall, 1989
This book is provided on the worldwide web as a service to the community of  practitioners and students. Reproduction for educational purposes is permitted  with appropriate citation. If you find this work helpful or have suggestions for  additions or corrections, please email Chris Hendrickson: cth@cmu.edu. A  hardcopy Instructor's Manual with...
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Introduction to Metadata: Revised EditionGetty Publications, 2008
Praise for the First Edition:
 
"An excellent starting point for information professionals to gain a basic understanding of fundamental concepts, then move ahead with a guided path for further research and study." --Art Documentation
     
Metadata, literally "data about data," provides a means of indexing,...
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The Architecture Of Open Source ApplicationsLulu.com, 2012


	Carpentry is an exacting craft, and people can spend their entire lives learning how to do it well.

	But carpentry is not architecture: if we step back from pitch boards and miter joints, buildings as a

	whole must be designed, and doing that is as much an art as it is a craft or science.





	Programming is also an exacting...
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Neonatology : Management, Procedures, On-Call Problems, Diseases, Drugs (LANGE Clinical Science)McGraw-Hill, 2003

	Practical and easily accessible manual on the basic and advanced management of the neonate. Covers procedures, disorders, and neonatal pharmacology in a logical outline approach that highlights the essentials of each procedure. The popular On Call Problems section presents over 30 common and serious patient problems. The Fifth Edition has...
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Schaum's Outline of Fourier Analysis with Applications to Boundary Value ProblemsMcGraw-Hill, 1974
Ace your course in Fourier analysis with this powerful study guide! It can sharpen your problem-solving skills, improve your comprehension, and reduce the time you need to spend studying!

Students love Schaum’s Outlines!

Each and every year, students purchase hundreds of thousands of the best study guides available...
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